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Norwegian scientists have discovered radiation levels 100,000 times higher than normal near
a Soviet-era nuclear submarine that sank 30 years ago in the Arctic, Norway’s TV2
broadcaster reported Tuesday.

The Komsomolets sank in a section of the Barents Sea considered to be one of the world's
largest fishing areas in 1989, killing 42 of its 69 crew. Concerns about contamination from its
nuclear reactor have not yet given way to an actual environmental crisis, and readings taken
as recently as 2008 have shown no indication of a radiation leak.
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One of three seawater samples taken from the Komsomolets on Monday has returned

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2014/11/14/soviet-nuclear-submarine-wrecks-at-bottom-of-arctic-ocean-video-a41348


radiation levels 100,000 times higher than normal seawater, TV2 reported. 

The sample was reportedly collected near a ventilation hole that occasionally kicks up a
mysterious cloud of dust. Scientists told TV2 that they believe this ventilation hole has direct
contact with the reactor inside the wreck and that the pollution comes out in pulses as a
result.

“The results are preliminary. We will examine the samples thoroughly when we get home,”
Hilde Elise Heldal of the Norwegian Institute of Marine Research said.
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Slik ser den sovjetiske atomubåten "Komsomolets" ut i dag – 30 år etter at den
sank i Norskehavet. Forskerne fikk de første bildene av vraket sent søndag kveld.
pic.twitter.com/4QBMB3svPv

— Direktoratet for strålevern og atomsikkerhet (@Straalevernet) July 8, 2019

Heldal says the radiation levels do not threaten fishing and probe-taking in the area.

The samples were taken as part of a joint Norwegian-Russian expedition that set sail from
northern Norway on Saturday. Photos of the sunken submarine showed the rusty wreckage
lying at a depth of 1,700 meters.

Related article: Russian Sailors Killed in Nuclear Sub Fire May Have Averted ‘Global
Catastrophe’ – Official

In the early 1990s and in 2007, Russian scientists measured small radioactive leaks at the
Komsomolets from a pipe near the reactor compartment.

The experimental submarine featured two titanium hulls — one inside the other — to give the
submarine the ability to dive deeper than any U.S. submarines.
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